Abstract. Introduction: An approach to building a hybrid simulation of patient flow is introduced with a combination of data-driven methods for automation of model identification. The approach is described with a conceptual framework and basic methods for combination of different techniques.
Introduction
Detailed simulation of patients' care provided in healthcare units requires analysis of this process from multiple points of view. The process involves multiple departments, many types of activities, different actors with particular roles, expertise level, knowledge, etc. Moreover, multiple scopes and aspects of the healthcare process can be considered (department's resources load, accounting in a hospital, patient's personalized experience during the care process, and many others).
One of the key reason of growing interest to this subject is the latest attention to patient-centered 2 healthcare, including personalized medicine [1] , value-based healthcare [2] . In contrast to 'traditional' well-grounded evidence-based medicine dealing with typical patients, these areas consider the diversity of patients with more attention taking care of personal combination of factors specific to the particular patient. This leads to certain interest to comprehensive simulation approaches [3, 4] , as well as automatic or semi-automatic ways to the analysis of medical records using machine learning [5] , data mining [6] , process mining [7] techniques, interaction with patients [8] , and other approaches).
Still, there are multiple problems that reveal multiple sources of uncertainty in complex simulation tasks: lack of consistency, completeness, and correctness of medical data to be analyzed [9] , low coverage of rare cases with clinical pathways (CP) [10] , weak formalization and high uncertainty in core medical knowledge [11] . To overcome these issues, we developed a hybrid approach introduced in the present work where a combination of techniques from data, process and text mining is proposed to support computer-aided simulation. The presented approach is aimed towards automation of comprehensive model and scenarios identification, classification of patient-centered CPs, and management of simulation applications.
The remaining of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents a brief analysis of the area of modeling and simulation of patient flow in healthcare. Section 3 discusses the key requirements identified for the developed approach. Section 4 introduces the basics of the conceptual framework developed to support simulation models building using EHR and other information sources. Section 5 uncovers the details of the proposed approach showing the way of different methods are combined within a solution. Section 6 demonstrates an example of the proposed approach's application within a task of simulation of key departments involved in acute coronary syndrome (ACS) treatment procedures performed in Federal Almazov North-west Medical Research Center (FANWMRC) 1 (Saint Petersburg, Russia), one of the leading cardiological centers in Russia. Finally, the last section presents concluding remarks and future development of the proposed ideas.
Related works
Simulation is widely spread technique for investigation in medicine and healthcare (e.g., see e.g. survey on multi-department simulation [3] ). Applications and goals of simulation vary in different projects: analysis of selected department load [4, 12] , department management [13, 14] , policy making [15, 16] , building testbeds for testing of various solutions [17] , etc. Most popular approaches are based on discrete-event simulation (DES) [12, 15] , system dynamics (SD) [8, 18] , agent-based modeling (ABM) [19] , queueing theory [13, 20] . Having a multitude of works in the area, there are unresolved issues. For example, authors of work [3] mention that, while there are multiple works on simulation of selected departments (mainly, intensive care or emergency departments), works focused on simulation with coverage of multiple departments within complex scenarios are presented weakly. Another problem, attracting the attention of the researchers is a combination of various models within single solution. E.g. authors of [4] try to combine ABM, SD, and DES approaches within a single multiscale solution.
One of the important issue for simulation of clinical departments and patient flow through these departments is the identification of "trajectories" which patients follow during the treatment process. This idea is tightly connected to the concept of clinical pathway (CP) which define typical care paths for certain group of patients. This concept is widely spread, but still, it has enormous variation in its definition mentioning different techniques, goals, and characteristics (see [21, 22] demonstrating attempts to unify this concept). From the simulation point of view, CPs include important information on main steps and procedures applied during care process. Commonly, CPs are developed manually within a collaboration of experts, but having high variation an uncertainty in patient flow, automatic identification of CPs become an important issue within a context of personalization in medicine and healthcare. Popular solutions for automatic identification of CPs are based on process mining (PM) [7] and data mining (DM) [6] techniques which gain popularity in medicine and healthcare applications. For example, authors of [23] use PM for identification of rare CPs as a more productive alternative to expert-based CP development. In [24] a PM approach to CPs analysis is aimed towards fraud detection in healthcare. Work [25] presents an extension of PM approaches with composite state machines to model complex processes. A significant impact in CPs identification and analysis may be achieved with the introduction of DM techniques. E.g., in [26] authors use DM to identify conditional branching in process models, [27] presents DM and graph analysis applied to the investigation of temporal patterns in CPs, [28] introduces an original approach based on Latent Dirichlet Allocation within a combination of PM and DM approaches. An important problem attracting the attention of the researchers is clustering and classification of patients for identification of different CPs in a selected group of patients [29, 30] .
Another important area of DM application is predictive modeling in medicine and healthcare [31] . The area includes a multitude of tasks being solved within various approaches. For instance, an important task for policy making, resource management and utilization, decision support, planning, and optimization (in terms of cost, effectiveness, etc.) in healthcare is prediction of length of stay (LoS) for various patients which can be solved with multiple techniques from DM area [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] .
Another important task is the prediction of clinical outcomes. For example, Asadi et al. [39] used several machine learning techniques to predict potential good and poor outcomes of patients with acute ischemic stroke and Oermann et al. [40] produce a similar study for patients after stereotactic radiosurgery for cerebral arteriovenous malformations. Copper et al. tried 11 statistical and machine 4 learning techniques to predict dire outcomes for patients with community acquired pneumonia [41] .
Extending this task multiple researchers tries to predict complications, comorbidities, severity of a disease. E.g. DM is used to predict short-term complications of type 2 diabetes mellitus [42] , longterm complications after coronary surgery [43] . SVM, linear regression, decision tree, and forest are the most common methods for predicting complications [42] [43] [44] [45] .
Within the presented work we are trying to develop a general approach that combines DM and PM techniques to improve simulation procedure by automatic data processing, identification of CPs for diverse patient flow, and integration of predictive models.
General requirements
Simulation of patient flow is tightly connected with consideration of several aspects to providing valid and realistic simulation. In this section, we collected key requirements which R1) Usually, patient flow simulation is focused on the specific category of patients defined by nosology(-ies), particular hospital structure(s), patient's characteristics, etc. Still, the key problem is the diversity of the patient flow in the real world. within the scope of personalized medicine [1] (in contrast to evidence-based medicine) individual characteristics of patients should be considered. Moreover, clinical processes are characterized by high level of uncertainty [11] which leads to growing variation in clinical episodes. As a result, often, even within a small group with single nosology multiple classes, variations in CPs, and rare but important cases can be identified [10, 23] . R2) Activities simulated within patient flow should follow certain scenarios to arrange the events within the natural development of the disease. Typically the events are arranged within CPs, but to simulate the diversity of patient flow conditional branching, loops and interrelated events should be considered explicitly with an extension of appropriate PM procedures with DM, rule-based approaches, etc. [26, 27, 46] to build detailed, realistic and accurate CPs. R3) Decisions and activities of various actors and decision makers should be considered with respect to conditions and events in clinical pathways. The key attention of the simulation is around personal activities and experience of either doctors or patient (see participatory decision-making [47, 48] ). Still, to make a comprehensive simulation a multitude of actors and decision makers should be considered [49, 50] : patients, doctors, nurses, service workers of hospitals, visitors (depending on the simulation scenario).
R4)
Multiple classes of limited resources are involved into patient's care process [51, 52] including human resources, hospital facilities, wards with defined capacity, drugs, etc. To make a simulation applicable in various ways a range of the resources should be considered during 5 simulation both in terms of availability for patient care process (queueing, scheduling, capacity, etc.) and in terms of resource management (providing, renewing, cost, etc.). [4] , sub-systems [3] , and sub-processes [53] should be considered in order to develop comprehensive simulation solutions that accurately reflect complex healthcare process in hospital [54] . This should be enabled by generalization and extensibility of the developed approach. R6) To provide a proper simulation multiple data and knowledge sources can be integrated [55] [56] [57] and analyzed to identify models and support simulation within different approaches (including data assimilation, model identification, and calibration, verification, etc.). The key data sources for simulation of patient flow is EHR, but multiple data sources can be involved: censuses, surveys, recommendations, data from sensors, and many others. R7) Considering multiple and diverse data sources to be integrated and processed with PM and DM techniques, data quality issues become an important problem to be considered. Medical and healthcare data often suffer from insufficient quality that leads to the need of systematic analysis and improvement of available data especially in cases where data collection/registries are prepared [58] . On the other hand, PM techniques extend data quality requirements using concepts of cases, activities, events, and attributes assessing correct reflection of reality in the event log (see Section 5.4 in [59] ). Finally, considering EHR as a key data source leads to a prioritization of completeness, timeliness, and other case-specific metrics [60] .
R5) Multiple levels

Conceptual framework
Considering the mentioned aspects and issues a conceptual framework was developed to bring broader but systematic view to the process of building solutions for simulation of patient flow. The developed conceptual framework is presented in Fig. 1 (the figure represents relationships between key concepts which can be directly obtained from sources (blocks with solid borders) or inferred using additional knowledge sources or intelligent technologies (blocks with dashed borders)). It covers the building of the simulation solutions focusing on patient flow within a hospital or set of departments in it. With this consideration, the framework is limited to the corresponding class of solutions. Nevertheless, it was done without losing of generality and the framework can be easily extended to many other classes of problems and scales. Selected key data sources include EHR, pharmacy and accounting information, schedules of hospital operations which present the major part of information about treatment process and activity within the hospital. All these data sources describe various aspects of the care process. E.g EHR as a core data source may describe diagnosis (including complications appeared), patient's logistics (departments, responsible physicians, etc.), clinical tests, surgeries and various operations with a patient, and others. Additional data sources describe drugs 6 distribution in hospital (pharmacy), scheduling of human resources (physicians, nurses, etc.) and medical facilities (surgery rooms, imaging facilities, etc.), financial information (including different insurance workflows, patient's payment and, on the other hand, expenses -salary, medication, materials, etc.). All these data may be stored in a single medical information system or in several of them. Different data sources may be integrated explicitly (by linking corresponding data), implicitly (by providing enough information for linking), or even have no direct integration (often there are ways to reconstruct links between data using various algorithms).
Figure 1 -Conceptual framework for hybrid simulation
The first step considered within the framework is cleaning and systematization of available data within a scope of patient treatment (EHR details) and resources utilization (moving from level I to level II of the proposed conceptual framework). These concepts enable checking and correcting of data consistency, detection of missing and contradictory data, obtaining events and attributes inferred with extended knowledge sources and additional intelligence technologies (e.g., retrieving parameters through text and data mining, rule-based inference, etc.). For example, within a scope of patient treatment, linear structure of EHR is extended with links between related events (e.g., appointment of clinical test, taking samples, in-vitro diagnostics), missing events may be reconstructed (e.g. missing outgoing transfer from one department may be identified by presented incoming transfer to another department, missing attributes may be reconstructed from duplicated record (e.g., textual description surgeries, concluding remarks in EHR, etc.)). Additional quantitative parameters may 7 include various metrics on patient state, care quality, risks, etc. Resource utilization scope may include events and attributes reconstruction for particular resources linking these events with corresponding activities of staff (physicians, nurses) involved in the care process.
Next step transforms this data sets into model-oriented concepts arranged around patient care and activity of departments (from level II to level III). Patient-centered concepts include states of a patient, transfer between these states with relationship to certain departments of a hospital, high-order events (changing of attributes, knowledge-based detected events, typical sequences of events, and others), critical events with higher significance. This step includes the building of event log, arranged within clinical cases with attributes of events, timestamps, etc. Also, this can be considered as a reconstruction of "personalized" CPs showing everything happened to the patient during the care process. Analysis of this structure can provide higher-level analysis of consistency, completeness, timeliness, etc. For instance, contradictions in events and attributes, disagreements with standards and recommendations can be detected. Important task implemented in this step is an inference of analytical parameters: patient states for each timestamp, LoS in each state or department, high-order events (e.g., changing (growing or lowering) of certain parameters). Taking these parameters into account may significantly increase consistency and completeness of case description. Departmentcentered concepts include flow of patients (which can be divided into the flow of patients from selected groups and flow of "background" (other) patients) and resource management (resources of most types usually can be considered as "coming" from external sources and "spent" at the request of the system). E.g. resource utilization, failure rates, overload, etc. can be estimated on this level.
Department beds capacity, surgery rooms, working staff can be considered as resources of a different kind. For example, bed occupancy is crucial for effective management of many departments.
Finally, the concepts directly related to simulation of patients can be introduced (from level III to level IV). This set of concepts include a) data-driven models which enable to analyze and discover the structure in model-oriented concepts; b) models for simulation of patient flow using the discovered structures and relationships. The combination of those two conceptual levels enables detection and incorporation into simulation the diversity of patient flow to capture rare events and emerging phenomena through the simulation. For example, a data-driven model may include classification of patients, DM predictive models for LoS, complications, or outcomes, forecasting of disease development, etc. Whereas, models for simulation may include SD models for disease development, ABM models for personal activities, DES models for CPs simulation and many others.
The developed conceptual framework can be easily extended to consider different tasks and solution. For example, a list of initial data sources can be extended with results of social media crawling, crowdsourcing, participatory decision making, personal wearable devices. Data sets can include various risk assessments, opinions, differential diagnosis, etc. within the additional scope of 8 decision making or insurance, funds, various reports, etc. within the financial/official scope of view.
Data arrangement layer may be extended with higher scales of aggregation (hospital, city, population) with integration specific structures (authorities, infrastructure, society, etc.). Finally, each sub-layer in layer IV may be extended with additional types of model, or models of additional aspects (pathophysiological processes, financial processes, human resources, and other). Still, the key issue of the proposed conceptual framework is the demonstration of the basic structure that enables implementation of the simulation solution to answer the proposed requirements through the multilayered conceptual integration.
Simulation solution
To implement the simulation solution on the basis of proposed conceptual framework multiple approaches, platforms, and tools can be used. E.g. a solution can be developed as a data-driven application for modeling and simulation (e.g. in a distributed data processing environment) [61] , the mentioned ideas can be implemented within modular MIS as an extension of the system [62] , finally the framework can be considered as a methodology for experimental study [63] . Within this section, a generalized toolbox (see Fig. 2 ) for building simulation solutions is proposed as a combination of key entities (artifacts in form of knowledge or data), and procedures to be implemented as well as their interconnections. EHR is considered here as the main data source. Still, a similar approach can be applied with multiple data sources proposed in the conceptual framework. Procedures within the proposed toolbox are grouped within several steps, forming a workflow of simulation solution building and operating. Key steps are considered as crucial for the proposed approach and define a "backbone" of the most significant parts of the toolbox. In the same time, there are several additional steps, which may be also important, but play supporting role or may introduce some optional extension. Core role within the toolbox is played by knowledge formalized in a knowledge base using various approaches: rules, ontologies, and others (see (0) in Fig. 2 for explicit and dynamic formalization). The first step of the implementation includes data cleaning (1), which is aimed at structuring, filtering, reconstruction of key datasets from available data sources (partly implementing the transfer from level I to level II in the conceptual framework). The second step (2) includes implementation of data and text mining algorithms as well as rule-based processing to construct unified extended event log which includes events reflecting key processes and attributes arranged around patients and hospital departments. On the next step (3), the extended event log is used to identify and analyze key processes and corresponding CPs. The extended event log may be considered as a combination of levels II and III in the conceptual framework. Here the approach enables identification of events, structure, and attributes even within partly known or (sometimes) unknown processes. The process mining technique [59] provides complete and rapid methods for analysis processes such as process discovery, conformance checking, and identification of bottlenecks. In a context of CPs identification this may be interpreted as identification of correct CPs for selected clinical cases, analysis of descriptive ability of CPs (coverage of events in event log, available cases, etc.), and searching for crucial elements in CPs (critical nodes in CPs for decision making, for resource load analysis, etc.), correspondingly. Indisputably, these methods with using process mining software allow understanding the diversity and complexity of the analyzed process as well as the general relationship of process components. Additionally, analysis of identified CPs enables knowledge discovery (4) a) to extend knowledge base with classification and predictive models, rules, etc. and b) to build models which can be used during the simulation to represents relationships between pathways, events, and attributes. The later includes the development of datadriven models generated to simulate hidden and unknown processes as well as more complex process structures (conditional branches, loops, etc.). d) Surrogate models may be used for data-driven reconstruction of unknown relationships or sub-processes, where regular DM and PM is insufficient due to the lack of data or missing structure. These models (usually implemented with machine learning techniques) may be used as a part of other models (a-c) to develop more realistic and comprehensive models.
e) Control models to capture interrelationships between models and data, as well as model management. May be implemented in various forms (including variants like in (c-d) models).
But more important issues answered by these models include dynamic control of models with data assimilation (improving or switching model using updated EHR, new events registered, updated patient state reports, etc.), altering models or ensemble modeling and simulation, and other high-level modeling and simulation procedures.
The patterns and knowledge discovered previously by data and process mining are used to interconnect and control simulation models. This enables more realistic simulation, capturing rare events and variation in patient flow, simulation of flow dynamics identified in an automatic way, etc.
Additionally, high-level control of the simulation enables an intelligent combination of clinical pathways with a variation of the events and attributes. Simulation models can be verified using available event log and used in applications within different areas (decision support, training, research, etc.) with a realistic and comprehensive simulation of patient flow. Finally, concluding step (6) may transfer the obtained results to the context of any application (decision support system, training simulation environment, research dashboards).
Clinical pathways and flow of patients with acute coronary syndrome
Acute coronary syndrome (ACS) is one of the major causes of death in the world. It is related to more than 2.5 million hospitalizations worldwide every year [64] . Usually, ACS is caused either by myocardial infarctions (MI) or by unstable angina (UA). One of the important aspects of ACS treatment is early therapy, which usually includes urgent (within 60-120 minutes) or delayed (within 11 24-72 hours) coronary angiography with possible percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI, i.e., angioplasty, stent placement). One of the key problem regarding ACS treatment is the organization of the required resources within a hospital. The resources include surgery facilities, beds in intensive and regular care wards, human resources, medications, and materials, etc. Having highly nonstationary flow of patients with multiscale periodic patterns (day, week, year) a simulation-based solution can serve for various purposes: a) estimation of departments load with different scenarios and dynamics of patient flow; b) analysis of risks of lack or queueing for different types of the resources; c) integration into training solutions or DSS for treatment process optimization.
Within our research, we used a set of 3434 EHRs collected for patients with ACS served in FANWMRC during 2010-2015. Short description of the dataset is provided in Table 1 . For analysis of the patient flow, we considered three types of medical departments involved into ACS patients care. Namely, surgery, intensive care and regular care wards with cardiological specialization which form a group of key departments (GKD) considered for simulation furtherly. FANWMRC has two main departments operating in each of these roles and providing care for the patients with ACS 24/7.
To avoid the ambiguity of internal identification of the departments here and further departments in GKD for the analyzed dataset are named surgery department (SD) #1 and #2, cardiological department (CD) #1 and #2, intensive care department (IC) #1 and #2. In some cases, admission department (AD) is considered as a part of GKD. There is significant variation in patient in-flow rate (also affected by daily, weekly, yearly patterns) and very high variation in LoS. As a result, complex and diverse patterns of care trajectories can be identified. For example, Table 2 and Fig. 3 show a summary on EHR where the patient went through coronary catheterization and PCI, stayed in different departments (two ICs and two CDc were involved into care process). and departments a full flow of patients through the GKD should be considered with division into two parts: the flow of patients with ACS and the flow of other patients (furtherly, "background flow"), 13 which has even higher diversity and more complex patterns. In our case background flow influences the target flow by occupying the same surgery facilities, beds in the departments, providing an additional load for departments' staff. E.g. FANWMRC perform planning stenting procedure for patients from all around Russia. Fig. 4 shows the major transfers between the departments (transfer probability higher than 5% are shown, green lines depict inter-departments transfers with the probability higher than 20%, orange lines shows transfers from and to external sources) for background flow in GKD. 
Identification of complex processes
FANWMRC uses medical information system qMS 2 which support exporting EHRs into XML documents. Each EHR consists of multiple events such as an entrance, tests, check-ups by physicians, surgeries, discharge, etc. An event is described by a date, time, a place, a title, and staff who executed it. Event data can include extended information on anamnesis and diagnosis, test results, description of procedures, etc. Still, EHRs often suffer lack consistency, completeness and correctness due to the weak structure (including plain text), missing data (hand-written paper documents are still in practice), technical problems (synchronization, consistency checking, etc.) and many other problems [65] . For data cleaning purposes (Step #1 of the toolbox presented in Section 5) we perform basic heuristics including sorting of EHR events (applied to 89.3% of records) and reconstruction of missing events (applied to 11% of records) to clean the data and improve its consistency.
2 https://sparm.com/products/Qms (in Russian) The next step (Step #2 of the toolbox) include structuring and encoding (so the sequence of states is represented by a string of letters of length in a range 1..59 characters) patient's' CPs with respect to the departments and sub-departments (facilities with particular specialization within a department) related to the current state of the patient as well as cyclic patterns repeated in multiple pathways. For instance, the sequence AFIFE means the patient firstly admitted to hospital (letter A is for admission department), then he/she moves to intensive care unit (letter F), then to operating room to get PCI (letter I), again to IC (letter F) and finally to cardiological department (letter E). The encoded sequences can be clustered to identify sustainable groups of patients. Using K-means method with the Levenshtein distance we got 13 clusters which were identified as the best number of clusters according to cluster coefficients of variation [66] which is the ratio between the intracluster coefficient of variation and the intercluster coefficient of variation. The less this ratio is the better number of clusters is.
Figure 5 -Reduced decision tree to identify clusters of patients 15 Among the clusters, three of them include less than five sequences and these clusters were discarded. For a deeper analysis of clustering structure, a decision tree was built based on the CART algorithm using scikit-learn 3 (Fig. 5 ). The decision tree shows the distinction between clusters and helps for further simulation of CPs. Internal nodes test one of three possible attributes of patient's moving sequence (LoS -a length of the sequence, NoC -a number of coronary catheterization, NoS -a number of surgeries). The branches represent the outcome of the tests (an upper branch means an attribute is tested positively and a lower branch means the opposite). Leaf nodes represent the probabilities for possible clusters according to this classification path in the tree. Here clustering and building the decision tree may refer to the loop within the toolbox proposed earlier in Section 5 through the Steps #4 and #0 of the toolbox (see patient classes and predictive models in Fig. 2 ).
After dividing patients into groups, it needs to match a template (i.e. typical CPs after Step #3 of the toolbox) for alignment of events sequences within a cluster. To match better template for a cluster its structure should be analyzed: most common number of surgeries for this cluster; the last department before the discharge (cardiological department or other departments), etc. To identify more peculiarities for cluster it is possible to use multiple alignment algorithms from bioinformatics which usually used to align three or more biological sequences [67] . We used an alignment algorithm which identifies a location of a state in a patient flow comparing with a template. For instance, the template of cluster #2 is AEFNINFEDE and sequences AFIFDE, AFINFE and AFIFD are in the cluster #2. According to the template, sequences are aligned like A0F2I4F6D8E9, A0F2I4N5F6E7
and A0F2I4F6D8 where numbers mean the location of a department in the template. The last step of identification of typical pathways for detected clusters is to form a flow with alignment sequences. In Fig. 6 the cluster #5 contains patients which have had PCI and their treatment strategy agree with clinical recommendations in the best way [69, 70] . At the same time, there a group of patients inside the cluster which stay in IC department between coronary catheterization (CC) and PCI in operating room. These patients need additional time before the surgery to get extra medical examinations and doctors' consultations or to discuss the necessity of the intervention with their relatives. Also, a small group of patients from the cluster #5 move from IC department to other noncardiological departments because they have coronary or neurological complications or need additional examinations to diagnose acute comorbidities. The cluster #10 are similar to the cluster #5.
Most patients of the cluster #10 move from CD to other departments for long rehabilitation.
In Fig. 6 -7 many other clusters contain the same step with other departments (AD OD) but each of them has its own peculiarities, namely: patients from the cluster #1 have repeated PCIs, patients from the cluster #4 are cured in the conservative manner without surgeries, cluster #6 consists of patients who need many complicated medical examinations before PCI and patients from cluster #7 stay long in different departments to prepare additionally before the surgery.
The largest cluster #2 presents the most optimal strategy of treatment for patients delivered from reference hospitals to perform PCI. Moreover, the cluster #2 can contain patients with staged PCI. These patients need several hospitalizations to cure their disorder [71] . The cluster #8 also contain patients delivered from other hospitals like the cluster #2. However, these patients are in an unstable state and need an emergent surgery. Also, the clusters #8 presents people with myocardial infarction who were delivered with an ambulance in a state of a cardiogenic shock or a clinical death.
The cluster #3 and the cluster #9 have a high rate of hospital lethality and show many treatment strategies including conservative ones. The cluster #3 contains more patients than another cluster and present patients with severe concomitant diseases and comorbidities, atypical diabetes and the main disease with a severe course. These patients underwent myocardial revascularization which was belated because of contraindications, technical impossibility or ineffective palliative revascularization. The cluster #9 contain patients with the same problems and have the highest death rate. Also, the treatment strategies are various in this cluster, most of them include CC and only a part 19 of them include PCI in OR. The high rate of patients with CC suggests that doctors had a possibility to access the risk of the intervention.
To sum up, the cluster which has mostly agreed with clinical recommendations sequence of events is not the largest one. Many clusters have the same treatment step with other departments (AD OT) to provide patients with additional rehabilitation which is widely available in FANWMRC. The clusters with the highest death rate contain many varieties of treatment strategies. The worse outcomes are inherent in patients with belated coronary catheterization and percutaneous coronary intervention.
7 Simulation of patient flow
Simulation implementation
To simulate identified patient flow a solution was developed (Step #5 of the toolbox presented in Section 5) on the basis of discrete event simulation (DES) approach and queuing theory (release of the developed solution [72] was published at Zenodo [73] ). To implement the solution, we used (Fig. 9a,b) and random selection of patients class according (Fig. 9c) . To generate random sequences SciPy 5 library classes were used.
The daily in-flow sequence is generated at the beginning of each simulated day and includes timestamps for patients' arrivals. Two generators (background and target) use corresponding in-flow sequences and iterates between timestamps with event generation after required time delay. Each event generates and initiates processing of patient instance. For target flow CP class is selected during generation. To provide a stochastic simulation of selected scenario multiple runs of the simulation is performed. To make experimental study faster JobLib 6 was used to run independent simulations in parallel mode on a multi-processor environment.
Within the implemented experimental solution, we used two input parameters: number of available limited resources (here, surgery rooms) and in-flow scaling rate. Simulation results include statistics on generated process instances (e.g. total LoS, LoS for each state) and resource usage (e.g.
queueing time, number of cases experienced waiting in the queue, number of patients in each state at 21 each moment). Generally, these two group of parameters may refer to patient-centered and department-centered consideration.
Simulation results
To More accurate control of patient flow provides the better fitting for patients with a longer period of stay (more than 20 days) which is important to simulate rare but complicated cases. 
Conclusion and future works
The proposed approach is aimed towards the extension of simulation solutions with a combination of detailed data analysis for identification of CPs and further simulation of patient flow.
To perform data analysis a combination of data, text, and process mining techniques are used to detect and assess diversity in patient flow, structure, and classes of CPs, etc. As a result, the approach enables automatic identification of patients' dynamics on micro-level to perform more realistic simulation and obtaining macro-level characteristics as department load, queueing parameters, patients experience, etc. The demonstrated example shows an implementation of the proposed approach to improve discrete-event simulation of ACS patient flow using automatic identification and classification of CPs.
Further development of the proposed approach includes additional systematization an extension of the conceptual framework for consideration of place complexity [74] , integration with predictive models [31] to simulate the behavioral and clinical evolution of cases, integration with quality of life metrics [75] to enable detailed analysis of patients experience, and others. On the other hand, future works on the developed implementation of the proposed approach include generalization of the solution (to build a framework for hybrid simulation of patient flow) with detailed usage of CPs with multiple level of events and attributes detected with process mining approaches, implementation of surrogate models which can be identified and used to make the simulation more detailed and realistic, use modeling and simulation to reconstruct missing and erroneous data, and others. Finally, the developed approach gives an ability to deal with diverse patient data in an automatic or semi-automatic manner. Therefore, one of the key direction of further development is the implementation of a data-driven solution to cope with large and diverse datasets using, e.g. by the use of corresponding big data and cloud computing concepts [61] . 23 
